In this paper we investigate the structure of the glue in Zwanziger's gauge invariant expansion for the A 2 -type mass term in Yang-Mills theory. We show how to derive this expansion, in terms of the inverse covariant Laplacian, and extend it to higher orders. In particular, we give an explicit expression, for the first time, for the next to next to leading order term. We further show that the expansion is not unique and give examples of the resulting ambiguity.
Introduction and motivation
Identifying gauge invariant configurations is an essential first step in exploring the physical consequences of gauge theories. The standard repertoire of such states is quite limited and usually associated with the appropriate Wilson lines [1] or Polyakov loops [2] . However, it is not at all obvious if these have the best overlap with actual physical configurations [3] [4] [5] [6] of the theory. This motivates us to explore a wider class of gauge invariant constructions in a pure gauge theory.
The construction of potentially physical mass terms has generated an interesting debate about gauge invariant expansions. This has a long history [7, 8] , even in QED [9] , but has had a resurgence in pure gauge theory over the past decade [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] which can be traced to a large extent to a seminal paper by Zwanziger [18] where the gauge invariance of this construction was addressed. In particular Zwanziger introduced an expansion for a non-abelian mass term as a sum of separately gauge invariant terms. This has been taken up and exploited in several publications, see for example, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
Zwanziger's expansion of the A 2 mass term is in terms of powers of the field strengths (following his notation):
where gauge invariance is maintained order by order by the use of the inverse covariant Laplacian. Although Zwanziger introduced this expansion there is no derivation or discussion about how it arises or how is it extended to higher orders or even how unique is the construction. We will offer such a discussion below. In this paper we will show how physical gluonic configurations can be constructed [24] [25] [26] . We will see that there are two possible gauge invariant expressions for the field strength and that the difference between them will give us insight into Zwanziger's expansion. In particular, this will reveal an abelian gauge structure within non-abelian gauge theory and this will allow for a succinct description of the mass term.
The plan of this paper is as follows. We start in section 2 with a review of the role of dressings in constructing gauge invariant configurations and demonstrate how the abelian substructure arises. This will allow us to write mass terms in QED and QCD in terms of field strengths. In section 3 the gauge covariant Laplacian and its inverse will be carefully introduced and its main properties summarised. This will permit us to obtain the first term in Zwanziger's expansion (1) . Then, in section 4, we will clarify how the dressed field can be factorised into the product of two separate gauge invariant structures which will let us decompose Zwanziger's expansion into the sum of two terms which are separately gauge invariant. In section 5, we give a precise formula for the mass term which then allows us to generate (1) and then go beyond it. In section 6 we thus obtain the terms which are quadratic and cubic in the field strengths in (1) . We also show that there are ambiguities in the expansion which still respect gauge invariance. In section 7, we calculate the next term in the expansion for the first time, i.e., the one which is quartic in the field strengths. The paper concludes with comments on these results followed by some short appendices to clarify some of the details.
Dressing and the residual abelian gauge structure
In a pure gauge theory the vector potential A a µ is the basic building block from which all physical configurations are constructed. We will follow the standard practice of using a matrix notation for this field by introducing anti-hermitian representation matrices T a for the gauge group and let A µ := A a µ T a . Note, though, that this notation is representation dependant but for this section we shall take T a = τ a where τ a are the appropriate anti-hermitian matrices for the fundamental N-dimensional representation for which tr
The vector potential, though, is not physical as it is not gauge invariant. Under a gauge transformation described by the group element U(x) = e gθ with θ(
The associated field strength
then transforms as a field in the adjoint representation of the gauge group
To construct gauge invariant gluonic configurations, we first introduce a dressing field h −1 (x) out of the gauge fields which transforms under (2) as
Using this dressing a gauge invariant gluonic field is given by
along with a physical field strength
There is a lot of freedom in the choice of the dressing and this reflects the specific physical situation being studied. For this paper, we shall focus on the dressing that arises from requiring that ∂ µ A h µ = 0, and refer to this as the Landau dressing. For a detailed discussion of how the dressings are related to gauge fixings we refer the reader to references [27, 28] . To connect our discussion to those of [13, 16, 17] we shall take space time to be Euclidian so that the Laplacian = ∂ µ ∂ µ has a unique Green's function.
Solving perturbatively the Landau condition on the dressing results in the solution
where v = v a τ a has an expansion in powers of the coupling as
In this expansion we find that
where the first few terms are given by
where, for example to lowest non-trivial order,
We will henceforth refer to A ν as an abelian potential but we stress that this is in a non-abelian Yang Mills theory.
Given such an abelian potential it is natural to define an alternative field strength
which is of abelian form but gauge invariant in the non-abelian theory. However, given the dressing, we have already seen that we can directly define a gauge invariant field strength by (6) . To leading order these two field strengths agree but at higher order in the coupling they differ. To understand the relationship between them we note that the directly dressed field strength (6) can be written as the field strength of the dressed potential (5) . Hence
Now using the identity (12) we get the field strength decomposition
Given this unexpected choice of gauge invariant field strengths in the non-abelian theory, it is important to clarify their role in the description of physical theory. To this end, we note that in QED the dressed field (5) is simply the transverse field A T µ where
This can then be used to construct in QED a gauge invariant mass-like term:
A little algebra shows that this can be written as
In much the same way, in a non-abelian theory a similar mass term can be written as
and has received much attention in the literature. From equation (12) we see that we can write the Landau dressed vector potential as
Using this we have from (22)
Here we see that the generalisation of the QED mass term (21) to the non-abelian theory is accomplished by replacing the QED field strength F µν by the physical field strength F µν . Having understood the role of the field strength F µν in describing the non-abelian mass term, we now turn to a study of the role of the dressed field strength F h µν . Its role is not immediately obvious, and we will first need to discuss the approach of Zwanziger to the mass term.
The starting point of Zwanziger's analysis is the observation that another possible generalisation of the right hand side of (21) which maintains gauge invariance is to use the non-abelian field strength F µν but replace the inverse Laplacian 1 with the gauge covariant inverse 1 D 2 . This leads to the first part of Zwanziger's approach to the mass term as given by the first term of the expansion (1) . What we will show in the next sections is how this is carried out and that the dressed field strengths F h µν play a central role here. This will then allow us to understand the relationship between the non-abelian mass term (24) and the gauge covariant Laplacian approach of Zwanziger.
The Gauge Covariant Inverse Laplacian
Before discussing how the inverse to the gauge covariant Laplacian is defined perturbatively, we first recall how the inverse to the normal Laplacian, , is defined. Acting on an element f (x), from a suitable class of test-functions, we define
where K 0 (x, y) is the Green's function for the Laplacian which in this Euclidian setting we can write as
The Green's function satisfies x K 0 (x, y) = δ 4 (x − y) which ensures that (25) is the inverse Laplacian. Note the subscript x in the Laplacian signifies which variable it acts upon.
To generalise this we consider the operator obtained by replacing the derivative ∂ µ with the covariant derivative D µ = ∂ µ + gA µ . That is, we consider the gauge covariant Laplacian
To construct the Green's function we need to identify the space of functions that this operator acts on. Given that this is a matrix operator it will act on vectors in the appropriate representation of the gauge group. To signify this we will write the functions as the column vector f . The cases we will be interested in are when the vectors are in the fundamental, adjoint or tensor products of these representations but for the moment we will not specify the representation. We now write 1
where K(x, y) is a matrix Green's function and require that
This is solved perturbatively by letting K(x, y) have the expansion
We then find that K 0 (x, y) is the free Green's function (26) times the identity matrix as expected while
For fields in the adjoint representation where K(x, y) → K ab (x, y) this identity is equivalent to the result that
Again, this identity can be shown to all orders by an induction argument.
Note that when we are explicit about the matrix indices in the Green's function as in K ab (x, y) we mean that we have an expansion
where, for example, We now need to clarify the gauge transformation properties of the inverse covariant Laplacian. Under a gauge transformation the covariant Laplacian transforms as
where U(x) is the group element in the appropriate representation that we used to define the covariant derivative. From the gauge transformation property of the gauge covariant Laplacian (43) and the fact that K(x, y) is the Green's function for both the left and the right inverse of the Laplacian action (35), (36) it follows that the associated transformation to the Green's function K(x, y) is then
This means that if we have a field B which transforms in the adjoint representation then so will 1
While if we have a tensor product of the adjoint representation we get
These properties allows us to use K(x, y) as a dressing for fields defined at different points x and y. In particular if we consider the field strengths F a µν at the two points, then working in the adjoint representation we will have the gauge invariant configuration:
Integrating this expression gives
which is the gauge invariant generalisation of the abelian mass term (21) proposed in [18] by Zwanziger. Indeed, the term on the left-hand side of (48) is the first term in the expansion of the non-abelian mass operator introduced by Zwanziger and summarised in equation (1) .
In the next sections we will make clear the relationship between this gauge invariant expression (48) and the non-abelian mass term as described in equation (24) . This will allow us to understand how the other terms in the expansion (1) arise and are extended.
Factorising the gauge covariant dressing
The dressing that arises from the gauge covariant Laplacian is similar in nature to the dressings used in constructing compact, hadronic states [30] . Indeed, if the representation is the fundamental one, then that is precisely what it is. In general, at least in the perturbative regime, such dressings factorise into simple dressings for each individual fermion. For example, in QED where we construct a positronium like state by attaching a string [31] between two fermionic fields at points x and y, we have the gauge invariant expressionψ
Although this is clearly gauge invariant, for an arbitrary contour taken from x to y, it is contour dependent, which would suggest that it is not fully physical. Indeed as we will see, it can be viewed as an infinitely excited positronic state.
To understand the structure of this state better we make a decomposition of the potential into its transverse and longitudinal components. That is, adopting the notation introduced earlier for the non-abelian theory, we write A µ = A T µ + ∂ µ v 1 . Substituting this decomposition into (49) we find the state (49) factorises to givē
which can be written in the form
where h −1 is the abelian dressing constructed out of the longitudinal components of the potential and M(x, y) is a separately gauge invariant and contour dependent contribution to this dressing constructed out of the transverse potential.
In (51) we see how the string type dressing can be factorised into the product of two separately gauge invariant states with an additional separately physical but highly excited contribution that depends on the choice of string. What we want to show now is that the dressing K ab (x, y) introduced in (41) has a similar factorisation into the adjoint dressing needed to compensate for the field strength gauge transformations and a gauge invariant core. We shall see that this factorisation will lie at the heart of Zwanziger's expansion of the mass term. Before showing this we need to first look in more detail at the dressing (6) used to make the gauge invariant field strength F h µν .
We have seen from equation (6) how the dressed field strength F h µν is defined directly in the fundamental representation in terms of the fundamental dressing h. It is useful now to see how this is defined directly in the adjoint representation. To do that we need to look at F h µν in terms of its components, that is,
In this equation (h −1 ) ab is the dressing in the adjoint representation and can be written in terms of the fundamental dressing as,
Equivalently, in the adjoint representation we can directly define
where now v = v c T c and (T c ) ab = −f cab are the adjoint representation matrices. The adjoint dressing (h −1 ) ab in (53) now transforms under a gauge transformation as
It is easy to check that this becomes the gauge transformation
where
is the adjoint representation of the transformation.
Clearly we can mimic the gauge transformation property (44) of the gauge covariant Laplacian by the factorised dressing h ac (x)K 0 (x, y)(h −1 ) cb (y). What we now want to understand is how this factorisation emerges from the full dressing K ab (x, y). That is, in analogy with the factorisation of the mesonic dressing (51), how is the reduction
achieved in terms of the transverse/longitudinal decomposition of the component fields.
To this end we identify
and
By construction the operator Q is gauge invariant as it is the difference of two gauge invariant terms. This means that we must have
under a gauge transformation.
Using the perturbative expansions for the various dressings we can write
which induces an expansion in the operator Q
although this is not strictly an expansion in the coupling since the field strengths in the definition (59) will also induce powers of the coupling in the Q i terms.
In this expansion it is important to note that it is the sum of all the terms in (63) that is gauge invariant, individual terms are not. Going beyond this simple observation lies at the heart of Zwanziger's expansion.
To make this point clear let's look at the first and second terms in the expansion (62):
The first term Q ab 1 (x, y) can be written as
which is simply the transverse part of K ab 1 (x, y), see (33), as it should be for gauge invariance at this order. In contrast, the next term in the expansion (62) is not purely transverse and not immediately related to the next terms in the expansion of the Laplacian.
Q
Indeed Q ab 2 (x, y) will have a decomposition into transverse-transverse (TT), transverselongitudinal (TL) and longitudinal-longitudinal (LL) components
which reflects the fact that it is the sum of gQ
2 (x, y) which now has well defined property described by (61) to this order.
It is now clear from (65) that the first term in expansion (63)
is gauge invariant to lowest order in the coupling but at higher order it changes.
To make this term in the expansion fully gauge invariant, Zwanziger essentially proposed the replacement
so that the first term in the expansion of the operator Q becomes gauge invariant. At the lowest order in coupling this does not change Q 1 but clearly it adds new terms to Q at higher order which all need to be removed. To understand how this works and hence how to recover Zwanziger's next order result, we first need to make precise how the non-abelian mass term (24) is related to Zwanziger's term (48). This will be the topic we turn to next and after that we will see how to implement Zwanziger's resummation of that result to yield a gauge invariant term by term expansion of the mass (24).
The Role of the Dressed Field Strength
Having identified the role of the field strength F µν (16) in defining a non-abelian mass term (24) , and having defined the gauge covariant inverse Laplacian thus allowing for a perturbative definition of the Zwanziger term (48), we now connect these descriptions by identifying the common role played by the dressed field strength F h µν (17).
Already we have seen in (58) that the decomposition of Zwanziger's gauge invariant expression (48) gives a term analogous to the mass term (24) but with the dressed field strength playing the role of the F µν field strength. Now using the field strength relation (18) we shall find a similar decomposition to (58) in the non-abelian mass term (24) .
Indeed we see that
where, using (18) the gauge invariant term P is given by
As before we can introduce a perturbative expansion of this operator:
However, just as in the corresponding expansion for Q, (63), it is useful to not strictly expand in the coupling but allow in (72) for the field strength terms F µν to be kept together. This means, for example, that
We again stress that although P is gauge invariant, the individual terms like P 1 , P 2 are not. Equations (58) and (70) allow us to finally clarify the relation between the mass term (24) and Zwanziger's expression (48). Eliminating the common factor constructed out of the dressed field strength F h we see that the mass term (24) can alternatively be written as
where the operators Q and P are defined to all orders in perturbation theory by (59) and (71). This succinct formula is not, though, Zwanziger's proposed expansion of the mass term as the individual terms in the operators Q and P are not gauge invariant. In the next section we shall see how to resum these expressions so as to maintain gauge invariance for each term in the new expansions of the operators Q and P and this will allow us to generate Zwanziger's expression (1) and then go beyond it.
Recovering Zwanziger's expansion
The aim now is to investigate how to go from the expansions (63) and (72) to the resummed expansions
where each term in these expansions will be separately gauge invariant by construction.
Note that in these expressions we are not formally expanding in the powers of the coupling and, as we will see, each term is more properly characterised by the power of the field strengths used to construct them. Indeed we expect Y 1 and Z 1 to be both cubic in the field strengths, that is, of order F 3 .
Q to order F 3
In order to recover Zwanziger's expression for the term Y 1 we first need to rewrite (65) in the equivalent form
where we have simply introduced appropriate colour indices. Then, to impose gauge covariance, we need to make the replacements (69) and
Applying these to (68) we find
Using the properties of the inverse Laplacian given by (40) and integrating (79) with respect to both x and y we end up with
As shown in Appendix (A.2) this can be written as
which is fully gauge invariant and agrees with the corresponding term in Zwanziger's expansion (1).
P to order F 3
Now that we have found Y 1 we return to (73) and follow the same route to find Z 1 . In (73) inserting colour indices in an appropriate way, we have
Now we make the replacements (69) and
to obtain
Using (40) and (A.8) discussed in the Appendix, we integrate (84) with respect to x to yield:
Having obtained Y 1 (81) and Z 1 (85) we can now write down the expression for the non-abelian mass term to order F 3 . For this we substitute (81) and (85) into (74) to get
This is the expected expression for the mass term to order F 3 and is the one obtained by Zwanziger, see equation (1), in [18] . Each term in the above expression is fully gauge invariant.
As far as we are aware, although this result has been quoted in many places in the literature, no derivation has been presented. Note, though, that the expression (86) is not unique. We have made two types of choices that effect the results and choices then will lead to different expansions while still maintaining gauge invariance. The first type of choice came about from the choice of derivative used in the expression for Q ab 1 (x, y) as seen in (77) as compared to (65). It is trivial to see that we could alternatively writẽ
where we have simply integrated by parts and used the result that ∂
) and hence we get a different gauge covariant expression following this route:
Indeed combinations of these would be equally valid.
In much the similar way these choices when applied to P 1 (82) lead to the following possibilities:
The specific choice used in (81) and (85) reflects our aim to derive precisely Zwanziger's form of the expansion. However, other choices might have advantages in specific applications. In Appendix B we show explicitly that, for example, the expressions (69) and (89) are not the same and hence the possible expressions listed above are genuinely different gauge invariant expressions for the non-abelian mass term.
Calculation to order F 4
We have seen so far how the mass term can be expressed in terms of powers of the field strengths. Using this we have been able to recover Zwanziger's expression (1) in terms of the quadratic and cubic powers of the field strengths F 2 , F 3 and also exposed the ambiguities in this expression. What we want to do now is, for the first time, construct the next terms in this expansion which will be quartic in the field strengths. In our notation from (74)-(76) this will correspond to Z 2 − Y 2 . Just as before we collect these gauge invariant operators once we have identified the transverse residue of the operator at the appropriate order. To calculate Y 2 and Z 2 we need to reinstate the higher order modifications we introduced by hand earlier in going from Q 1 → Y 1 and P 1 → Z 1 . This means that we should view this process as the identification of, for example,
so that now g 2 Y 2 is the gauge invariant extension of g Q 1 − Y 1 + g 2 Q 2 . This will only work if this term is only constructed out of the transverse field so that we can use the replacements such as (69). For the F 3 expression (77) this was relatively straightforward as we have seen that Q ab 1 (x, y) was purely transverse, but we have also seen that Q ab 2 (x, y) is not as it contains mixed transverse-longitudinal components (67). What we now need to ensure is that in the O(g 2 ) parts of the combination g Q 1 − Y 1 + g 2 Q 2 only the transverse components survive. That is,
leaving just the contribution from TT components that we will calculate in the next section. This is quite a strong statement of the underlying gauge invariance of this expansion since we have seen that Y 1 is ambiguous. What we claim is that the ambiguities exposed in the previous section only contributes to the TT components.
In exactly the same way, for the second contribution to the mass term (74), we can write
where again g 2 Z 2 will then be identified with the gauge invariant extension of g P 1 − Z 1 + g 2 P 2 assuming there are no residual LL or TL parts.
The verification that only transverse fields survive is non-trivial and the full details can be found in [29] . The essential step in the argument is the realisation that even in the adjoint expression (77), the replacement (69) involves expression such as
In other words the Green's function for the inverse Laplacian now contains fields in the tensor product of the adjoint representation with itself. Dealing with this involves some additional algebraic complexity some of which is illustrated below in the calculation of the TT components.
Calculation of Y 2
Given that there are ambiguities at the F 3 level, to make precise how calculations are performed to order F 4 we will adopt the expansion chosen by Zwanziger (1) as discussed in the previous section. To calculate Y 2 which is the gauge invariant extension of g Q components to obtain
Note that in the above equation the terms like K T 1 (x, z) need further expansion as in (65). Sandwiching expression (100) between the two field strengths, as in (59), and performing the substitutions (78) we obtain:
which is now gauge invariant as required. Some details of the transition from (100) to (101) in (100) are summarised for one of the terms in Appendix C.
Calculation of Z 2
Using the same strategy as for Y 2 we can in a similar way calculate Z 2 . Using (73) and applying the replacements to next order we obtain
After some calculations we obtain the final result:
which is again manifestly gauge invariant.
Hence we see that the non-abelian mass term has an expansion in terms of the gauge invariant combinations of the field strengths,
where Z 1 − Y 1 corresponds to Zwanziger's expression (1) and Z 2 − Y 2 are the new terms given by (103) and (101). We stress though that these expansions are not unique and have ambiguities as discussed in Section 6. What we have presented here are the terms closest in form to Zwanziger's expansion (1) but other ways of representing these gauge invariant quantities exist.
Conclusion
In this paper we have derived for the first time the next to leading term for Zwanziger's expansion of a gluonic mass expressed in terms of field strengths and the inverse covariant Laplacian. It is quartic in powers of the field strength. This will allow the calculational programme of [16] to be extended to higher orders. We have, in this paper, successfully recovered the quadratic and cubic terms in Zwanziger's expansion, however, this exposed ambiguities in the construction. Indeed the choice made at the cubic level in the field strength changes the result at quartic level. We have explicitly shown that making different choices leads to different gauge invariant expressions for the mass term. We started the paper by demonstrating the role of dressing in constructing the physical gluonic configurations. This revealed an abelian gauge structure within the non-abelian gauge theory. We saw that there is the possibility to construct a gauge invariant field strength, F µν , which is of abelian form. A gauge invariant mass term can be constructed in QED in terms of the field strength. Similarly in QCD we showed that one can use the physical field strengths, F µν , to construct an analogous mass term. To obtain a gauge invariant term by term expansion for the mass, two ingredients were needed. The first was the decomposition of the field strength (18) which allowed us to write the dressed mass in terms of the field strengths (24) . The second was the ability to express the terms in Zwanziger's expansion in terms of dressed fields (58). Mixing these ingredients we were able to give a precise formula for the mass term (74).
These methods, we feel, can give us insight into the construction of gauge invariant configurations which we hope will be applicable more widely. We can in particular envisage using these ideas to construct new classes of dressings for the hadronic states which may have a good overlap with the ground state [6] .
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A Useful Lie algebra properties
In this section of the appendix we highlight some properties of Lie algebra that are used in the paper.
A.1 Transformation rules
It is seen that the Lie algebra valued field strength tensor F µν transforms in the adjoint representation as where (U −1 ) ab = −2tr (τ a U −1 τ b U).
In the same way that is, product in adjoint equals commutator in the Lie algebra.
This can be generalised to the tensor product of the adjoint representation as follows. Both of these results are used explicitly in deriving expressions (101) and (103).
A.3 Algebraic identity between the inverse covariant Laplacian and the Green's function
In our description we encountered objects such as In the similar way (89) can be expanded perturbatively to order g to yield
